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Abstract

Warm rain collision coalescence has been persistently difficult to parameterize in bulk microphysics schemes. Here we use

a flexible bulk microphysics scheme with bin scheme process parameterizations, called AMP, to investigate reasons for the

difficulty. AMP is configured in a variety of ways to mimic bulk schemes and is compared to simulations with the bin scheme

upon which AMP is built. We find that the biggest limitation in traditional bulk schemes is the use of separate cloud and

rain categories. When the drop size distribution is instead represented by a continuous distribution with or without an explicit

functional form, the simulation of cloud-to-rain conversion is substantially improved. We find that the use of an assumed

double-mode gamma distribution and the choice of predicted distribution moments do somewhat influence the ability of AMP

to simulate rain production, but much less than using a single liquid category compared to separate cloud and rain categories.

Traditional two category configurations of AMP are always too slow in producing rain due to their struggle to capture the

emergence of the rain mode. Single category configurations may produce rain either too slowly or too quickly, with too slow

production more likely for initially narrow droplet size distributions. However, the average error magnitude is much smaller using

a single category than two categories. Optimal moment combinations for the single category approach appear to be linked more

to the information content they provide for constraining the size distributions than to their correlation with collision-coalescence

rates.
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Key Points:9

• A single category, four moment scheme simulates autoconversion and accretion far better than a10
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Abstract16

Warm rain collision coalescence has been persistently difficult to parameterize in bulk microphysics schemes.17

Here we use a flexible bulk microphysics scheme with bin scheme process parameterizations, called AMP,18

to investigate reasons for the difficulty. AMP is configured in a variety of ways to mimic bulk schemes19

and is compared to simulations with the bin scheme upon which AMP is built. We find that the biggest20

limitation in traditional bulk schemes is the use of separate cloud and rain categories. When the drop21

size distribution is instead represented by a continuous distribution with or without an explicit functional22

form, the simulation of cloud-to-rain conversion is substantially improved. We find that the use of an as-23

sumed double-mode gamma distribution and the choice of predicted distribution moments do somewhat24

influence the ability of AMP to simulate rain production, but much less than using a single liquid cat-25

egory compared to separate cloud and rain categories. Traditional two category configurations of AMP26

are always too slow in producing rain due to their struggle to capture the emergence of the rain mode.27

Single category configurations may produce rain either too slowly or too quickly, with too slow produc-28

tion more likely for initially narrow droplet size distributions. However, the average error magnitude is29

much smaller using a single category than two categories. Optimal moment combinations for the single30

category approach appear to be linked more to the information content they provide for constraining the31

size distributions than to their correlation with collision-coalescence rates.32

Plain Language Summary33

Weather and climate forecast models have always struggled to simulate the production of rain from34

warm, shallow clouds. As a result, these models often cannot reproduce observed surface rain rates and35

cloud radiative forcing. Here, we investigate why this rain production is so difficult for the bulk micro-36

physics schemes in these models. We address a number of possibilities: the drop size distribution assump-37

tion, the choice of predicted cloud and rain properties, and the decision to treat cloud and rain drops as38

separate categories. We find the latter is most likely to be the source of difficulty. Most existing mod-39

els choose to distinguish between cloud and rain drops, which necessitates methods to transfer mass (and40

other properties) from the cloud category to the rain category during rain production. We find that if41

we instead use a single liquid drop category that contains both cloud and rain drops, we can substantially42

improve the prediction of rain formation. This is true even when we use the same total number of pre-43

dicted properties in each approach. These results imply that we could improve rain production in mod-44

els without any additional computational cost by moving to a single liquid drop category in bulk micro-45

physics schemes.46

1 Introduction47

The representation of warm phase collision-coalescence in global weather and climate models (GCMs)48

is notoriously challenging and is often a large source of disagreement between models and observations.49

Several studies have found that GCMs produce too much light rain and potentially not enough heavy rain50

(Jing et al., 2017; Kay et al., 2018) and that these errors can lead to a substantial bias in the cloud ra-51

diative forcing (Mülmenstädt et al., 2021). Due to these known issues, improving the parameterization52

of collision-coalescence rates is an active area of current research.53

Liquid water in the bulk microphysics schemes used in cloud-resolving and global climate models54

is typically represented by an artificial division into two categories, one for small cloud droplets and one55

for larger rain drops. This is based on widespread observations that the liquid water mass distribution56

is often bimodal and the idea that cloud and rain drops generally grow by different processes (vapor dif-57

fusion for the former and collision-coalescence for the latter). With a few exceptions (Szyrmer et al., 2005;58

Y. L. Kogan & Belochitski, 2012; Morrison et al., 2020), the drop size distribution (DSD) of each cat-59

egory is assumed to follow a theoretical distribution function, most commonly the gamma distribution60

(e.g. Clark, 1974; Khairoutdinov & Kogan, 2000; Morrison et al., 2005; Seifert & Beheng, 2001; Walko61

et al., 1995). Bulk schemes then predict one to three moments of the DSD, or integral quantities of these62

functions. Most commonly these are the 0th moment (M0) of the size distribution, which corresponds63
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to the total number concentration, the 3rd moment (M3), which is proportional to the mass mixing ra-64

tio, and possibly the 6th moment (M6), which is proportional to the radar reflectivity factor.65

With this basic framework for representing cloud liquid water in bulk schemes, warm phase collision-66

coalescence is forced to be divided into two main processes, namely autoconversion, the self-collection of67

cloud droplets to make rain, and accretion, the collection of cloud droplets by raindrops. Some schemes68

also include self-collection of cloud droplets and/or rain which remain in their respective categories. Au-69

toconversion in particular has been difficult to parameterize. The most common type of autoconversion70

parameterization is the Kessler-type. These parameterizations allow autoconversion only after some thresh-71

old, often in terms of mass mixing ratio or mean droplet size, has been reached. Liu and Daum (2004)72

provide a summary of many of these parameterizations. Others, such as Seifert and Beheng (2001) and73

Lee and Baik (2017) make simplifying assumptions to the stochastic collection equation to arrive at an-74

alytic equations for autoconversion and accretion rates. Some success has also been found with empir-75

ically derived equations or lookup tables based on bin model rates (Berry & Reinhardt, 1974; Feingold76

et al., 1998; Khairoutdinov & Kogan, 2000; Y. Kogan, 2013) or with a combination of analytic and em-77

pirical approaches (Zeng & Li, 2020). Finally, machine learning has also been employed to develop new78

parameterizations based on bin or Lagrangian model data (Chiu et al., 2021; Seifert & Rasp, 2020).79

Seifert and Rasp (2020) and Chiu et al. (2021) both suggest that autoconversion parameterizations80

may be improved by incorporating information about rain. While rain has no direct impact on autocon-81

version by definition, its inclusion improves the machine-learned parameterizations and is shown to be82

strongly related to the cloud droplet size distribution width in idealized conditions (Zeng & Li, 2020).83

Even with these recent efforts to improve autoconversion, Seifert and Rasp (2020) propose that a fun-84

damental problem with autoconversion parameterizations generally may be that autoconversion is ill-posed85

for small, narrow cloud droplet size distributions. Prediction of higher-order moments may be helpful as86

shown in Igel (2019). Careful tuning has alleviated this problem in many parameterizations but often at87

the cost of overpredicting autoconversion rates early and underpredicting them later in the rain forma-88

tion process. This tuning is consistent with the known overproduction of light rain in GCMs (Jing et al.,89

2017; Kay et al., 2018). Another persistent issue is that both analytic and empirical parameterizations90

must make some assumption about the cutoff size that distinguishes cloud droplets from raindrops. Berry91

and Reinhardt adopted a radius of 40 µm as the cutoff size based on simulations and that value has been92

adopted by most others (e.g. Lee & Baik, 2017; Seifert & Beheng, 2001). Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000)93

used a cutoff radius of 25 µm. Regardless, observations show that the local minimum of the liquid DSD94

can be variable and as small as about 20 µm (Austin et al., 1995; Ferek et al., 2000; Sinclair et al., 2021).95

Such a discrepancy between the parameterizations and observations may be another reason for the dif-96

ficulty in simulating warm-rain formation using bulk schemes.97

In summary, the struggle to predict collision coalescence in bulk schemes has many potential sources.98

Namely,99

1. Poor choice of predicted moments (e.g. 0th, 3rd, and 6th are not the ideal combination)100

2. The use of artificially separate cloud and rain modes101

3. The use of assumed analytic functions for the DSDs102

4. The use of a limited number of predicted moments to describe the DSD in bulk schemes rather than103

the use of a resolved DSD in bin schemes104

5. Fundamental lack of knowledge of the collision-coalescence rates in nature105

In this study we aim to assess reasons 1-4. We will do so by employing a flexible, hybrid bulk-bin106

scheme called the Arbitrary Moment Predictor (AMP; Igel, 2019). AMP and the simulations we run are107

described in Section 2. A series of tests with AMP in a variety of configurations are presented and dis-108

cussed in Section 3. Insights about optimal moment combinations are given in Section 4. Conclusions are109

presented in Section 5.110
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2 AMP Description111

2.1 AMP Overview112

This study makes use of the Arbitrary Moment Predictor (AMP) which was first described in Igel113

(2019). AMP uses the cloud microphysical parameterizations of the Hebrew University spectral bin model114

(Khain et al., 2004). However, rather than saving the explicit size distribution between time steps, AMP115

calculates a limited number of integral moments of the size distribution and saves only these for use in116

the next time step. At the beginning of a time step, an explicit DSD is obtained such that the integral117

moments of the explicit DSD function are consistent with the moments predicted by AMP. This explicit118

DSD is then fed to the microphysical parameterizations of the spectral bin model. Updated integral mo-119

ments are calculated and the process continues at the next time step. The number of integral moments120

and the values of the predicted moments are selected by the user. As such, AMP is a bulk microphysics121

scheme in that it only predicts bulk quantities of the size distribution, but it is a bin microphysics scheme122

in that it uses bin parameterizations to evolve those bulk quantities.123

Due to its design, AMP is a useful tool for understanding the inherent limitations of bulk schemes124

compared to bin schemes. In this paper, we will compare AMP simulations with simulations run with125

the bin parameterization on which AMP is built (BIN). Any differences that arise between AMP and BIN126

are therefore due solely to the representation of the size distribution and not due to differences in the pa-127

rameterization of the microphysical processes. In this study, we will use three different versions of AMP.128

These are described in the next three subsections. To easily distinguish among the basic AMP config-129

urations, AMP configured with separate cloud and rain categories will be referred to as AMP-CR; AMP130

with a single liquid category, an assumed double-mode gamma distribution, and prediction of full mo-131

ments will be referred to as AMP-F; and AMP with a single category, nonparametric distributions, and132

prediction of full moments will be referred to as AMP-NP. Here, full moments refer to moments calcu-133

lated using all bins. Partial moments will refer to moments calculated using only a subset of bins cor-134

responding to either cloud droplets or rain drops.135

2.2 AMP-CR136

In Igel (2019), the liquid size distribution in AMP is split into two categories corresponding to cloud
droplets and rain drops. Integral moments of the two categories are predicted separately. A gamma size
distribution (N(D)) is assumed for both categories:

N (D) = N0D
ν−1e−λD (1)

where N0, ν and λ are the intercept, shape and slope parameters of the distribution. In the double-moment137

(2M) configuration, ν is specified. In the triple-moment (3M) configuration, all three parameters are de-138

termined from the prognosed moments. At the start of each time step and for each category, the prog-139

nosed moments are used to find the parameters N0, ν (for 3M only), and λ such that the moments of N(D)140

integrated over the bins corresponding to the category (separated into cloud and rain using a threshold141

radius) equal the prognosed values of the moments. N0 can be solved for through normalization of the142

DSD. There are no analytical equations to solve generally for ν and λ when the distributions are incom-143

plete. We use iterative procedures with a first guess based on look up tables. It is possible that no set144

of distribution parameters is consistent with the predicted moments. In this case, AMP-CR always en-145

sures that the distribution parameters give the correct mass such that mass conservation in the model146

is guaranteed. AMP-CR next tries to ensure that number concentration is conserved. Once the param-147

eters for the two categories have been found, the resulting DSDs are concatenated to produce a single148

DSD that is fed to the process parameterizations. After the process rate calculations to evolve the DSD,149

partial moments are calculated over the bins corresponding to cloud droplets and rain drops to update150

the values of the prognosed moments. We use a threshold radius of 40 µm to distinguish between cloud151

and rain. Full details of AMP-CR are given in Igel (2019).152
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2.3 AMP-F153

AMP-F is similar to AMP-CR, but rather than splitting the distribution in two parts, AMP-F uses154

a single liquid category that is represented by a double-mode gamma DSD:155

N (D) = N1D
ν1−1e−λ1D +N2D

ν2−1e−λ2D (2)

where subscripts “1” and “2” indicate the distribution parameters for each mode. We use either four (4M)156

or six (6M) prognosed moments. In the 4M configuration, ν1 and ν2 are specified; in the 6M configura-157

tion, all parameters are diagnosed from the moments. Like N0 in AMP-CR, N1 and N2 can both be solved158

for through normalization of the DSD. The remaining parameters are again solved for through iterative159

procedures. As with all versions of AMP, the resulting DSD is then fed to the parameterizations, and up-160

dated integral moments are calculated. In AMP-F, the full moments are calculated over all liquid bins.161

For diagnostic purposes, we also calculate partial moments over the cloud and rain bins separately, again162

using a 40 µm threshold radius. However, these calculations are purely diagnostic and do not impact the163

simulations using AMP-F.164

2.4 AMP-NP165

Finally, rather than using a gamma function or any other analytic function, we developed a single166

category approach that makes use of nonparametric size distributions; that is, it does not assume any ex-167

plicit functional form a priori for the DSD. This approach is related to the general problem of reconstruct-168

ing a distribution from a set of its moments. For AMP, we are interested in reconstructing a discretized169

DSD comprising L bins. For a mass doubling bin grid (consistent with the discretzied DSDs used in AMP),170

the first bin contains a number of droplets n0 having mass m0, the next bin contains n1 droplets of mass171

2m0, the next bin contains n2 droplets of mass 22m0, and in general nl is the number of droplets of mass172

2lm0. The 3rd moment, proportional to total mass, can be expressed as M3 = [6m0/(ρwπ)]
∑L−1

l=0 2lnl,173

where ρw is the density of water. We will chose our units such that 6m0/(ρwπ) = 1 to nondimension-174

alize this expression. We can then generalize to give the pth moment of the distribution as Mp =
∑L−1

l=0 nl

(
2p/3

)l
.175

To calculate several moments of the distribution M⃗ = (Mp1,Mp2, . . . ), we can express this as a matrix176

multiplication M⃗ = V n⃗ where the number of droplets in each bin is denoted as vector n⃗ = (n0, n1, . . . )177

and178

V =


1 2p1/3

(
2p1/3

)2 · · ·
(
2p1/3

)L−1

1 2p2/3
(
2p2/3

)2 · · ·
(
2p2/3

)L−1

...
...

...
. . .

...

 (3)

The matrix in the above expression belongs to a class of matrices known as Vandermonde matrices, which179

are of the form:180

1 x1 x2
1 · · · xL−1

1

1 x2 x2
2 · · · xL−1

2
...

...
...

. . .
...

 (4)

A Vandermonde matrix is used to evaluate a polynomial at an ordered set of points (x1, x2, . . . ).181

Thus, calculating the pth moment of the discretized distribution is equivalent to evaluating the polyno-182

mial n0 + n1x + · · · + nL−1x
L−1 at the point x = 2p/3. A square Vandermonde matrix is invertible if183

and only if all values (x1, x2, . . . , xL) are distinct. Since this is the case for a discretized distribution with184
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a fixed size or mass grid, it means that if we are given L moments of a size distribution, we can in prin-185

ciple exactly reconstruct the distribution.186

Since AMP predicts a limited set of moments with the number of moments < L, we need an ad-187

ditional closure assumption to obtain distributions. This is done by using multi-dimensional lookup ta-188

bles built from a large set of reference binned DSDs, which is further described below. Each dimension189

of the table corresponds to a moment, and the reference DSDs are averaged over sections of the multi-190

dimensional space of these moments (using the median instead of mean does not appreciably change re-191

sults). DSDs are then obtained from input sets of predicted moment values by interpolating the lookup192

table reference DSDs over this multi-moment space.193

In principle, this approach converges to the square Vandermonde matrix problem, and hence to the194

exact discretized DSD, as the number of predicted moments approaches L. This is not true if an explicit195

DSD functional form is assumed a priori. However, convergence would be difficult to demonstrate in prac-196

tice because Vandermonde matrices are notoriously ill-conditioned except when L is small (say, < 15).197

This means that small errors in the moments (e.g., owing to machine roundoff) can produce large errors198

in the reconstructed size distributions. This can be improved by careful choice of moments (including neg-199

ative moments) and the use of a matrix preconditioner, but even in this case relative errors of O
(
10−8

)
200

introduced to a single moment can lead to large oscillations in the reconstructed DSD for L > 30.201

In AMP-NP, the number of predicted moments can be set by the user. In our study we use four mo-202

ments. The choice of moment orders is also flexible. Here we test three different sets: 1) M0, M3, M6,203

M9, 2) M0, M3, M4, M5, and 3) M0, M3, M4, M9. To generate the lookup tables, moment values for the204

above moment sets are calculated for each reference DSD. For all three cases above, the reference DSDs205

(over 34 mass doubling bins) are first normalized by M0, which effectively reduces the required lookup206

table dimensionality by one. Thus, the dimensionality of the lookup table for each case is three, corre-207

sponding to the other three predicted moments besides M0. The first dimension of the lookup table for208

all three cases is then chosen as the normalized M3∗ = M3/M0 (∗ denotes moments normalized by M0).209

For the other lookup table dimensions we employ non-dimensional moments (denoted by #). For this study,210

we define the following non-dimensional moments for each moment set above:211

1) M0, M3, M6, M9: M6# = M3∗/M6∗2, M9# = M3∗M6∗/M9∗212

2) M0, M3, M4, M5: M4# = M4∗/M3∗4/3, M5# = M5∗M4∗/M3∗3213

3) M0, M3, M4, M9: M4# = M4∗/M3∗4/3, M9# = M9∗M3∗/M4∗3214

Using non-dimensional moments greatly reduces the range of moment values of the reference DSDs215

(for example, M6# varies by about 7 orders of magnitude versus 18 orders of magnitude for M6∗ for the216

set of reference DSDs described below). This facilitates interpolation over the lookup table for the DSD217

retrieval. Normalized DSDs stored in the lookup table are the mean of all reference DSDs having mo-218

ment values falling within a given section of the moment space. The three-dimensional lookup tables con-219

sist of 400× 200× 100 total sections. Sections are spaced logarithmically given the wide range of mo-220

ments values even when normalized and non-dimensionalized. Given input values for the set of predicted221

moments in AMP, DSDs are retrieved from the lookup tables by multi-dimensional linear interpolation222

in logarithmic space of the moments. The interpolated normalized DSDs are then multiplied by M0 to223

obtain the full DSDs.224

The reference DSDs used to generate the lookup tables include 3,450,230 individual DSDs. These225

come from previous simulations of shallow and deep convection using the Hebrew University spectral bin226

model within the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (Cotton et al., 2003). As such, the DSDs in-227

clude a variety of distribution shapes that span the full multi-moment space well. Similar to AMP-F, the228

full moments in AMP-NP are calculated over all liquid bins. However, for purely diagnostic purposes we229

calculate partial moments over the cloud and rain bins separately, again using a 40 µm threshold radius.230
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2.5 Simulations231

In this study, collision-coalescence is the only microphysical process allowed in AMP and BIN. We232

ran several test suites of collision-coalescence with a wide variety of initial conditions. The initial con-233

ditions are the same as described in Igel (2019), namely, we vary the initial mass mixing ratio from 1 g234

kg−1 to 5 g kg−1 in increments of 1 g kg−1, we successively double the initial droplet concentration from235

50 cm−3 to 1600 cm−3, and we vary the shape parameter from 1 to 15 in increments of 2. These values236

are used to initialize a single-mode gamma distribution (Eq. 1) at time zero. In the case of AMP-NP sim-237

ulations, the initial distribution is created, its moments are calculated, and a moment-matching distri-238

bution is found in the look-up table for the initial conditions. BIN and each configuration of AMP are239

run with these 240 different initial conditions for 30 minutes. Note that in all cases, each AMP or BIN240

simulation pair begins with identical initial size distributions. Simulations with initial conditions which241

fail to fully convert the initial cloud water to rainwater in BIN are discarded. Doing so excludes 26 sets242

of initial conditions and leaves 214 sets for analysis.243

3 AMP Performance244

3.1 a. Standard Double-Moment Performance245

We first show results for AMP-CR run in a standard two-moment bulk scheme configuration. Specif-246

ically, AMP-CR is configured to predict the 0th and 3rd moments of the cloud and rain modes (c03-r03).247

The AMP-CR simulations are compared to the reference BIN simulations. Note the comparison is done248

in the same way for other AMP configurations. Consider a single simulation pair for AMP and BIN. First,249

we normalize the time (tn). Normalized time zero is the simulation start. Normalized time tn = 1 is de-250

fined as the time when 99% of the cloud water has been converted to rainwater in the BIN simulation.251

The evolutions of all moments in both the BIN and AMP simulations are re-gridded to the normalized252

time. Next, the moment values in both the BIN and AMP simulations are normalized by the maximum253

value in the BIN simulation occurring between tn of 0 and 1. This procedure is repeated for each pair254

of BIN and AMP simulations. Finally, the simulation pairs are grouped into terciles based on the differ-255

ence in cloud droplet normalized M3 between BIN and AMP when 50% of the water mass has been con-256

verted to rain in each BIN simulation. Normalized evolutions within each error tercile are averaged to-257

gether.258

Figure 1a shows the normalized evolutions for each error tercile of the 3rd, 0th, and 6th moments259

of the cloud droplet distribution, and the 0th and 6th moments of the raindrop distribution. Note that260

normalized M3 of the raindrop distribution is one minus normalized M3 of the cloud droplet distribution261

and that the 6th moments are purely diagnostic. There are several features of the AMP-CR performance262

to notice. In the first tercile, the difference between AMP-CR and BIN is nearly zero for all moments (pur-263

ple dotted line). In these cases, rain is made relatively quickly. There are often large cloud droplets or264

small rain drops already present (notice the non-zero values of rain M0 present at the start of the sim-265

ulations in Fig. 1a4) and little autoconversion is required before accretion becomes the dominant rain266

formation process. On the other hand, in the third tercile (gold lines), AMP-CR struggles to convert cloud267

water to rainwater and rain production is severely delayed. Figure 1a4 shows that essentially no raindrops268

are created by AMP-CR in this tercile (gold solid line).269

3.2 Triple-Moment Performance270

Perhaps the most obvious way to improve the accuracy of a bulk scheme is to predict more moments.271

Figure 1b shows the normalized moment evolutions for a standard triple-moment bulk AMP-CR config-272

uration in which the 6th moments of both the cloud and rain drop distributions are predicted in addi-273

tion to the 0th and 3rd moments (c036-r036). The performance of triple-moment AMP-CR compared274

to BIN is somewhat improved over that with double-moment AMP-CR. The third tercile (gold), in which275

AMP struggles the most to produce rain quickly, now converts about 25% more cloud water to rainwa-276

ter as in c03-r03 by tn = 1. That said, 30% of the cloud water still remains on average in c036-r036 when277
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Figure 1. Normalized evolutions of distribution moments in AMP and BIN and their differences for (a) AMP-

CR c03-r03 and (b) AMP-CR c036-r036. The specific distribution moments are indicated in the column titles. The

simulations are sorted into tercile groups based on the difference in cloud mass between AMP and BIN (see the

main text) and the average evolution is shown for each group. Note that tercile groups are different for each AMP

configuration. Solid lines show results for AMP, long dashed lines for BIN, and dotted lines show the difference.

Gold lines show results for the tercile group with the largest errors, blue lines for the middle group, and purple

lines for the group with the smallest errors.

BIN has completely converted the cloud water to rain. Rain nM0 shows perhaps the biggest improvement,278

but the AMP values are still too low by about a factor of 2. Even better performance would be preferred.279

An idea that has been suggested recently is that cloud processes may be better represented if dif-280

ferent distribution moments were predicted. This idea was explored in Igel (2019) using AMP. They found281

that the mass evolution during collision-coalescence could be better represented by predicting the 3rd and282

8th moments of the cloud droplet distribution rather than the 0th and 3rd. For a triple-moment config-283

uration, predicting the 0th, 3rd, and 8th cloud droplet moments was shown to be best. Different rain mo-284

ment combinations were not tested. Figure 2 shows results for AMP-CR configured to predict the 0th,285

2nd, and 3rd (032) or 0th, 3rd, and 8th (038) moments of the cloud and rain distributions. Consistent286

with Igel (2019), changing the predicted cloud moments does impact the evolution of collision-coalescence287

with combinations c038-r032 and c038-r038 (Fig. 2b and 2c) producing a substantial improvement over288

c032-r032 (Fig. 2a) in terms of cloud M3, cloud M0, and rain M0. The combination of predicted rain mo-289

ments has very little influence on the moment evolutions except for rain M6. Overall c038-r038 (Fig. 2c)290

performs marginally better than the standard combination of c036-r036 (Fig. 1b), but predicting differ-291

ent moments does not appear to be a promising way to improve the representation of autoconversion and292

accretion.293

3.3 Single Liquid Category Performance294

Another idea that has been proposed in the past is to use a single category for cloud and rainwa-295

ter. Clark (1976) and Clark and Hall (1983) used this approach. They assumed that the liquid size dis-296

tribution could be described by the sum of two lognormal PDFs. The Clark scheme was revived and mod-297

ernized with machine-learned moment tendencies by Rodŕıguez Genó and Alfonso (2022). All three stud-298
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, except for various configurations of 3M AMP-CR: (a) c032-r032, (b) c038-r032, and

(c) c038-r038.
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ies found the prediction of six total moments could adequately simulate the collision-coalescence process.299

Y. L. Kogan and Belochitski (2012) developed a full warm-phase bulk microphysics scheme with a sin-300

gle liquid category. They predicted five total moments, made no assumptions about the underlying size301

distribution, and formulated moment tendency equations through a combination of theory and empir-302

ical fitting to bin microphysics model process rates. Their simulations of non-precipitating and drizzling303

stratocumulus clouds with the total moment scheme were comparable to simulations with a traditional,304

two-category scheme.305

Motivated by these previous studies, we ran AMP-F with a double-mode gamma distribution with306

both four and six predicted full moments. In the 4M and 6M configurations, the choice of predicted full307

moments is not obvious. We ran a large number of predicted full moment combinations; all included both308

the 0th and 3rd moments. Partial moments of the “cloud” and “rain” distributions were diagnosed by309

integrating over the appropriate bins (40 µm radius threshold) at the end of each time step in order to310

facilitate the same analysis shown in Figures 1 and 2. Note that the evolution of full M0 is nearly iden-311

tical to that of cloud M0 and likewise full M6 is nearly identical to rain M6.312

First, we show results from the 4M AMP-F simulations in Figure 3. Three different predicted mo-313

ment combinations are shown: in addition to the 0th and 3rd, the 6th and 9th (f0369, Fig. 3a), the 4th314

and 5th (f0345, Fig. 3b), and the 4th and 9th (f0349, Fig. 3c). (Note that some noise appears in Fig. 3b3-315

5 and 3c3-5 toward the end in the AMP-F simulations. This occurs when AMP fails to find distribution316

parameters that are consistent with the predicted moments. In the results shown here, the problem is317

minor. For other moment combinations, the problem is a major one.) The difference between AMP-F318

and BIN for all three terciles is substantially smaller for all moment combinations compared to the pre-319

viously best AMP-CR combination, c038-r038 (Fig. 2c). AMP-CR nearly always produced rain too slowly;320

the lowest error tercile for AMP-F corresponds to rain production that is too fast (Fig. 3a-c1) and seems321

to correspond to cases in which rain production is initially slow. These results are particularly remark-322

able given that the 3M, two category AMP-CR simulations in Fig. 2 predict two additional quantities323

than the 4M, single category AMP-F simulations in Fig. 3. When Fig. 3 is compared to Fig. 1a, in which324

case both sets of AMP simulations use the same total number of predicted moments, the improvement325

with the use of a double-mode distribution becomes even more noteworthy.326

Errors in the rain moments (Fig. 3 columns 4-5) are generally larger than errors in the cloud droplet327

moments in 4M AMP-F (Fig. 3 columns 2-3). Rain moment errors are on average smaller than those for328

the double-moment AMP-CR configuration (Fig. 1a) and comparable to somewhat worse than those for329

the triple-moment AMP-CR configurations (Fig. 1b and 2).330

The evolution of the mass distribution for a sample initial condition is shown in Figure 4 to bet-331

ter understand the differences between the simulations with various AMP configurations and BIN. At 300332

seconds, a small amount of rain has formed in BIN. AMP-CR c03-r03 has totally failed to produce this333

rain and has a distribution that is nearly identical to the initial distribution. AMP-CR c038-r038 has pro-334

duced some rain by first increasing the mean size of the cloud droplet mode relative to AMP-CR c03-r03.335

The increased mean size of the cloud droplet mode is even more apparent at 450 and 600s. So, while the336

effect of creating some rain is more consistent with the reference BIN distribution, the way in which it337

has done so is inconsistent with the BIN simulation. The single-category, double-mode AMP-F f0349 sim-338

ulation produces a distribution that most closely matches BIN at 300s. In all three times shown, AMP-339

F f0349 maintains the mean size of the cloud droplet mode. It does struggle to capture the shape of the340

rain mode, which leads to errors in the rain number concentration and 6th moment. However, such a re-341

sult is unsurprising given that the shape parameters are held constant. Its performance is still greatly342

improved compared to AMP-CR c03-r03. These results strongly suggest that the conversion of cloud wa-343

ter to rainwater could be substantially better simulated by the use of a single liquid hydrometeor cate-344

gory.345

Next, we ran AMP-F with six predicted moments such that no parameters of the double-mode gamma346

distribution were fixed. Unsurprisingly, we find that the performance is improved further and we find al-347

most perfect agreement in the mass and cloud droplet concentration evolutions between 6M AMP-F and348

BIN, and to a lesser extent with the rain M6 (Figure 5). Agreement for cloud M6 and rain M0 is also im-349
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Figure 3. As in Figure 1, except for various configuration of 4M AMP-F: (a) f0369, (b) f0345, and (c) f0349.

Figure 4. Sample evolution of mass distributions with BIN (thick black line) and three different configurations

of AMP (colored lines) as indicated in the legend. The thin dashed line shows the initial distribution in (a), which

is nearly overlayed by the AMP-CR c03-r03 simulation. The thin solid line indicates the diameter which separates

cloud and rain.
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Figure 5. As in Figure 1, except for various configuration of 6M AMP-F: (a) f023456, (b) f023467, and (c)

f034567. Noise near the end of the evolutions of cloud M0, cloud M6, and rain M0 appears due to the inability to

find DSD parameters given the predicted moment values.

proved, although these most clearly show the noise that develops toward the end of some simulations due350

to the inability of AMP-F to find DSD parameters from the prognosed moments.351

These simulations are particularly useful for understanding why AMP-F can perform better than352

AMP-CR. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the shape parameters and mean diameters of the two modes353

in 6M AMP-F (f023467) and the cloud and rain categories in 3M AMP-CR (c038-r038) from tn = 0 to354

tn = 0.8 for 25 of the 100 worst performing AMP-CR simulations (the remaining time and simulations355

are omitted for clarity). Distribution parameters evolve from the “o” to the “x”. The two modes in 6M356

AMP-F (Fig. 6a-b) clearly correspond well to the cloud and rain categories in 3M AMP-CR (Fig. 6c-357

d), but there are some noticeable differences between the two AMP configurations.358

The first (cloud droplet) mode develops quite differently in 3M AMP-CR and 6M AMP-F. In 6M359

AMP-F, the droplet distributions (Fig. 6a) have a decrease in shape parameter (meaning DSDs become360

wider), but often later have a substantial increase in shape parameter. The mean diameter consistently361

decreases, but the total decrease may not be especially large. In contrast, 3M AMP-CR monotonically362

decreases cloud droplet shape parameter in all simulations and usually predicts a larger change in the mean363

diameter (Fig. 6c). As also seen in Figure 4, these evolutions suggest that 3M AMP-CR artificially widens364

the cloud droplet mode because self-collection of droplets produces larger cloud droplets; this increase365

of mass near the autoconversion threshold results in an increase of the 8th moment and therefore larger366

diagnosed distribution widths. 6M AMP-F avoids this artificial widening by using the second mode to367
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Figure 6. Simultaneous evolution of the shape parameter and mean diameter in (a) the smaller mode and (b)

the larger mode in AMP-F f023467; and (c) the cloud and (d) rain modes in AMP-CR c038-r038. Time progresses

from the “o” to the “x”. Each colored line is a separate simulation in the initial condition ensemble.

capture the earliest collisions. This is evidenced by the small initial mean diameters of its second mode368

(Fig. 6b), much smaller than would usually be considered rain. Once the 6M AMP-F second mode (Fig.369

6b) diameters do reach traditional rain drop sizes, the shape parameter tends to increase and then de-370

crease as the mode develops, whereas 3M AMP-CR typically maintains a much more constant shape pa-371

rameter (Fig. 6d). Overall, this analysis suggests that a key reason that traditional bulk schemes strug-372

gle with autoconversion is that the early stages of rain production are not well represented by predefined373

cloud and rain categories.374

3.4 Performance with Nonparametric Distributions375

Although 4M AMP-F can simulate the rain production well for nearly all tested initial conditions,376

its use of fixed shape parameters limits its flexibility in representing natural distribution shapes. For this377

reason, we developed AMP-NP which uses nonparametric size distributions as described in Section 2d.378

We ran AMP-NP with the same three combinations of predicted moments as 4M AMP-F and the results379

are shown in Figure 7. Qualitatively, the results are similar to 4M AMP-F (Figure 3) and 3M AMP-CR380

(Figure 2) and are markedly better than 2M AMP-CR (Figure 1a) despite having the same number of381

total predicted variables (four).382

One notable difference between AMP-NP and AMP-F or AMP-CR is that AMP-NP is much more383

sensitive to the choice of predicted moments, likely because AMP-NP is not constrained by a functional384

form for the DSD. AMP-NP is therefore most useful for discussing the optimal combination of full prog-385

nostic moments. Configuration np0369 is clearly better than either np0345 or np0349. A likely reason386

is that orders of the predicted moments, 0369, are more separated than 0345 and 0349. Moments closer387

to one another become more strongly correlated and thus do not provide as much independent informa-388

tion to reconstruct the DSDs, as discussed in Morrison et al. (2019). Low order moments will give more389

information about the cloud droplet distribution and higher order moments will give more information390

about the raindrop size distribution. By having both low and high order moments that are sufficiently391

separated, np0369 is arguably the best AMP-NP configuration for predicting both cloud and rain par-392

tial moments. Another possibility is that certain moments correlate better with the process rates. The393

reasons for better performance of some moment combinations will be explored further in Section 4.394
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Figure 7. As in Figure 1 except for various configurations of AMP-NP: (a) np0369, (b) np0345, and (c) np0349.

Note that the normalized evolutions of the moments in AMP-NP, particularly of cloud M6 and rain395

M0, are rather noisy. This is a consequence of using size distributions obtained interpolated the lookup396

tables (see section 2d). While the predicted full DSD moments evolve smoothly, there is no guarantee397

in AMP-NP that partial moments will evolve smoothly when artificially split between cloud and rain cat-398

egories. In principle this guarantee is also absent in AMP-F, but the use of a prescribed DSD functional399

form limits noise when the DSD is diagnostically partitioned into cloud and rain. Regardless, the over-400

all similar performance of AMP-NP (particularly np0369) and 4M AMP-F further points to the conclu-401

sion that the major reason traditional 2M bulk schemes struggle with collision-coalescence is their use402

of separate cloud and rain categories, rather than their assumption of analytic functional forms for the403

DSD.404

3.5 Error Dependencies405

We next look to see how AMP errors in the conversion from cloud to rain depend on the initial con-406

ditions. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the normalized cloud M3 error at the time that half of the cloud407

mass has been converted to rain in BIN on the initial shape parameter and initial mean diameter for four408

configurations of AMP. As such, the maximum possible normalized error is 0.5 and indicates that BIN409

has converted half of the cloud mass to rain while AMP has converted no cloud mass to rain. Errors tend410

to be highest for high shape parameters (narrow distributions) and small initial mean diameters for AMP-411

CR and AMP-NP, which seems consistent with the hypothesis of Seifert and Rasp (2020) that autocon-412

version is ill-posed for small, narrow cloud droplet size distributions. However, aside from a handful of413

simulations with the highest errors for initial mean diameters around 15 µm, errors in AMP-F are high-414
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Figure 8. Cloud mass normalized errors for various AMP configurations as a function of initial mean diameter

and shape parameter (as indicated by the point color).

est for middling values of initial mean diameter and surprisingly are typically higher than for AMP-CR415

for mean diameters greater than about 30 µm. Perhaps most notably, AMP configurations with sepa-416

rate cloud and rain categories (Fig. 8a-b) never produce negative errors, that is, AMP-CR always pro-417

duces rain more slowly than BIN.418

Conversely, both AMP configurations using a single category of liquid (Fig. 8c-d), AMP-F and AMP-419

NP, may produce rain too quickly or too slowly compared to BIN. This analysis again suggests that the420

traditional separate category approach is limited due to the inability to simulate an initial rain mode that421

may be much smaller in mean diameter than the typical threshold diameter to distinguish cloud and rain422

(Fig. 6). Note that AMP-NP does struggle in a similar way to AMP-CR with the smallest and narrow-423

est initial distributions, but the problem is not as severe in AMP-NP. Overall, these results suggest that424

the use of separate cloud and rain modes does not allow enough flexibility in the DSD shape to capture425

warm rain production.426

4 Choice of Predicted Moments427

As mentioned in Section 3d, there are two possible reasons for some predictor sets to perform bet-428

ter than others. First, it is possible that some full moments correlate better with the process rates than429

others and so are more useful for accurately predicting the size distribution evolution. Second, some mo-430

ment sets may contain more independent information and so better constrain the size distribution. We431

have explored both of these possibilities.432

4.1 Process Rate Correlation with Moments433

To investigate the possibility of moment correlation with process rates, we calculated the time ten-434

dency of each full moment for each DSD in the DSD library (which is used to construct the AMP-NP435

look up tables, see section 2d) with a mass mixing ratio greater than 1 g kg−1 (which is the minimum436

mixing ratio tested in the simulations above). Multiple linear regression was used to predict the logarithm437

of these tendencies as a function of the 0th moment, the normalized 3rd moment, and all combinations438

of two additional normalized moments in the range 1-9, excluding 3 of course. The additional moments439
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Figure 9. RMSE of the regression for moment tendencies for (a) M0 and (b) M6. Mean normalized absolute

error for 4M AMP-F simulations for (c) M0 and (d) M6 when half of the cloud mass has been converted to rain in

BIN.

are doubly- and triply-normalized, respectively, following Morrison et al. (2019). The root mean square440

error (RMSE) of the regression was calculated for each combination and the results are shown for the ten-441

dencies of the 0th and 6th full moments in Figure 9a-b. Additionally, 4M AMP-F was run for all moment442

combinations; the mean normalized absolute errors (MNAE) of full moments M0 and M6 (not tenden-443

cies) were calculated when half of the cloud mass has been converted to rain in BIN (as in Figure 8), and444

are shown in Figure 9c-d for comparison.445

Figure 9a-b shows that the inclusion of the 4th moment results in the lowest RMSE values for the446

M0 tendencies; combinations including the 1st moment results in the highest RMSE values. For M6 ten-447

dencies, any moment combination that includes the 5th moment or higher substantially reduces the RMSE.448

But perhaps most noteworthy is that the patterns seen for the tendencies in Fig. 9a-b are not clearly re-449

flected in the AMP-F MNAE values for M0 and M6 seen in Fig. 9c-d. For example, the best moment com-450

bination for AMP-F, at least by the metric of MNAE, is 0358 for M0 and 0389 for M6, but neither com-451

bination was expected to be best based on the tendency errors in Fig. 9a-b. Conversely, AMP-F config-452

urations that we would have expected to be poor based on RMSE values, such as 0135 for the M0 ten-453

dency, are instead mediocre according to MNAE. So, while including moments that are predictive of collision-454

coalescence rates might be helpful, it does not seem to fully explain the pattern of errors in the moment455

values seen in Fig. 9c-d.456

4.2 Information Content457

We next investigate which combination of moments provides the most information content for the458

double-mode gamma DSDs in AMP-F. Because the DSDs in BIN are not double-mode gamma, error in459

the moment tendencies is unavoidable leading to error in the moments themselves when AMP steps for-460

ward in time. We want to determine the optimal combination of moments that minimizes the propaga-461

tion of this moment error forward to the derived double-gamma DSDs. To quantify this, we will use a462

standard linear approximation to calculate the propagation of uncertainty in the prognostic moments to463

the derived double-gamma DSDs.464

First, consider a pair of vectors y⃗ and x⃗ related by:465
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y⃗ = f(x⃗) (5)

If Jf (x⃗) is the Jacobian of f evaluated at x⃗, then this relationship can be linearized around (x = x⃗0)466

to get:467

y⃗ ≈ f(x⃗0) + Jf (x⃗0)(x⃗− x⃗0) (6)

If we define y⃗0 ≡ f(x⃗0) and Jf (x⃗0) is invertible:468

x⃗− x⃗0 ≈ [Jf (x⃗0)]
−1

(y⃗ − y⃗0) (7)

To apply this linearization to propagation of uncertainty, assume that x⃗ is drawn from a distribu-469

tion with expected value µ⃗x and covariance matrix Σx, and that the corresponding distribution for y⃗ has470

covariance Σy. Then:471

Σy = Jf (µ⃗x)Σx [Jf (µ⃗x)]
T

Σx = [Jf (µ⃗x)]
−1

Σy [Jf (µ⃗x)]
−T

(8)

This means that given a set of parameters for a double-mode gamma distribution, we can trans-472

late between uncertainty of those parameters and uncertainty of any (differentiable) property that can473

be calculated from those parameters. Furthermore, if a set of prognostic moments is enough to uniquely474

specify a double-mode gamma distribution, then we can translate the uncertainty of those moments into475

the uncertainty of the gamma distribution parameters. To do this, we use the formula for the n-th mo-476

ment of a gamma distribution:477

Mn = M0
Γ(ν + n)

Γ(ν)λn
(9)

In order to nondimensionalize the moment values, we will work with their natural logarithms Ln = log(Mn),478

and define the parameter ϕ = log(λ). Then:479

Ln = L0 − nϕ+ log(Γ(ν + n))− log(Γ(ν)) (10)

Taking the derivative of Ln with respect to L0 or ϕ is trivial here for a single mode gamma distri-480

bution (and possible for ν), but for a double-mode distribution it becomes more complex. If the param-481

eters for mode 1 are (L0,1, ϕ1, ν1), and similarly for mode 2 are (L0,2, ϕ2, ν2), then the relevant deriva-482

tives are483

∂Ln

∂L0,1
=

1

1 +Rn

∂Ln

∂L0,2
=

Rn

1 +Rn

∂Ln

∂ϕ1
= − n

1 +Rn

∂Ln

∂ϕ2
= − nRn

1 +Rn

∂Ln

∂ν1
=

1

1 +Rn

n−1∑
i=0

1

ν1 + i

∂Ln

∂ν2
=

Rn

1 +Rn

n−1∑
i=0

1

ν2 + i
(11)
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where Rn is the ratio of the amount of n-th moment in the second mode (Mn,2) to the amount in the first484

mode (Mn,1)485

Rn ≡ Mn,2

Mn,1
(12)

= R3r
n−3
µ

Γ(ν2 + n)Γ(ν1 + 3)νn−3
1

Γ(ν1 + n)Γ(ν2 + 3)νn−3
2

(13)

and rµ is the ratio of the two modes’ mean diameters486

rµ =
ν2λ1

ν1λ2
. (14)

To summarize, for a given set of prognostic moments (six if ν is allowed to vary, or four for fixed487

ν), we can use a linear approximation to calculate how a small amount of uncertainty in those prognos-488

tic moments affects parameters of the double-mode gamma DSD. There are four non-dimensional param-489

eters of the distribution that affect this calculation: the ratio of the two modes’ masses R3, the ratio of490

the two modes’ mean diameters rµ, and the two shape parameters ν1 and ν2.491

To examine how the optimum choice of predicted moments depends on these parameters, we con-492

sider the optimal set of moments with fixed ν1 and ν2, i.e. with four prognostic moments. As in the anal-493

ysis in section 4.1, we require M0 and M3 to be included. We then find which other pair of moments over494

the range M1 to M9 (excluding M3) can be added to minimize uncertainty in log(R3), which quantifies495

the uncertainty in the ratio of mass between the left and right modes. We also assume that the covari-496

ance matrix for the log-moments (Ln) is the identity, i.e. the log-moments are uncorrelated and all have497

the same variance. In other words, the magnitude of relative uncertainty is identical and uncorrelated498

between the moments. Parameter values considered for R3 range from 10−2 to 102, and for rµ from 1 to499

100. We tested all choices of ν ∈ {0, 3, 10} for each mode, but found that results were not strongly af-500

fected by the ν values. We therefore only show results where ν1 = 10 and ν2 = 3, values that are typ-501

ical early in the 6M AMP-F simulations, as seen in Figure 6.502

Results are shown in Figure 10. We notice first that M9 is always one of the optimal moment choices503

(there are rare exceptions to this for other values of ν, which is not shown). With M0, M3, and M9 as504

prognostic moments, the remaining optimal moment depends on the details of the droplet size distribu-505

tion. If R3 ≤ 1, i.e. if most of the mass is in the smaller mode, then the optimal fourth moment will506

be M4 or higher. Otherwise the optimal moment will be M1 or M2. We can also see that moments closer507

to M3 are preferred when the two modes are well separated (rµ ≫ 1).508

While there is not a one-to-one correspondence of the optimal moment combinations in Fig. 10 to509

the smallest M0 and M6 MNAE in Fig. 9c-d, there are similar trends. For instance, including M9 as a510

predicted moment leads to the smallest M6 MNAE when the other predicted moment lies between M4511

and M8 (Fig. 9d), consistent with the information content analysis here showing M9 is (nearly) always512

optimal; M9 only slightly increases error compared to M7 and M8 when the other moment is between513

M4 and M8 for the M0 MNAE (Fig. 9c). The optimal moment pairs here are more consistent with the514

MNAE results (Fig. 9c-d) than the RMSE tendency (Fig. 9a-b). However, they cannot explain all trends515

in MNAE. We highlight one interesting difference between the optimal moment pairs in Fig. 10 and the516

MNAE analysis. MNAE is generally larger (particular for M6) when one of the predicted moments is M1517

or M2, compared to when both moments are between M4 and M9. In contrast, M1 or M2 together with518

M9 are optimal according to the analysis here when R3 > 3, that is, when the right (large) mode dom-519

inates the DSD. A plausible explanation is that, when integrated in time, errors need to be minimized520

early in the simulations during the rain initiation stage when R3 < 1 (meaning the left mode dominates),521

in order to minimize overall error. As shown in Fig. 10, this would imply an optimal moment combina-522
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Figure 10. Orders of optimal pairs of predicted moments (in conjunction with M0 and M3) leading to the

smallest error in log(R3), where R3 is ratio of mass between the two gamma distribution modes. Results for the

optimal moment pairs are shown across the two-dimensional space of R3 (y-axis) and the ratio between the modes’

mean diameters rµ (x-axis), with ν1 = 10 and ν2 = 3. Each moment is color coded for clarity, with lower order

moments in cool colors (blue) and higher order moments in warm colors (orange to red). As highlighted in red, M9

is one of the optimal moments in the pair for all values of R3 and rµ.

tion generally between M4 and M7, together with M9, which is consistent with the MNAE results. Ad-523

ditional analysis described below supports this idea.524

Figure 10 provides information on the optimal combination of predicted moments for partitioning525

mass between the modes, but not on how much better the optimal combination is compared to other com-526

binations. Thus, we include Figure 11 which shows the ratio of the uncertainty in log(R3) to the uncer-527

tainty in the input moments for various combinations of predicted moments (which we will call the “un-528

certainty multiplier”). For instance, if the uncertainty multiplier is 20 (the maximum shown) and all mo-529

ments are subjected to an uncorrelated error of 0.5 dB, then R3 will be affected by a 10 dB error, i.e. only530

the rough order of magnitude can be correctly estimated. M0 and M3 are again included as two of the531

four moments, while all other combinations of moment pairs between M1 and M9 (excluding M3) are an-532

alyzed.533

At the initial time the droplet size distribution only has one small mode, and the second mode grad-534

ually forms from its right tail. Thus, early in the simulations both R3 and rµ will be small. Over time,535

the second mode both separates from the first mode (increasing rµ) and grows in amplitude (increasing536

R3), which can be seen in both the BIN and AMP runs in Figure 4. This evolution is followed by the se-537

quence of plots in Fig. 11a-d. In particular, Fig. 11a shows that when the second mode is still relatively538

undeveloped (i.e., small R3 and rµ), using M1 or M2 as predicted moments (the bottom two rows), re-539

gardless of the other moment, is unable to “resolve” the distinction between the first and second modes540

at all. Using M4 (particularly with M5 as the other moment) leads to a similar problem, though to a lesser541

extent. On the other hand, Fig. 11b shows that if the second mode is more separated from the first but542

the first mode still dominates (i.e., small R3 but large rµ), M4 produces comparable results to M5-M7,543

regardless of the other moment, while M1 and M2 still give large uncertainty. This may explain why AMP-544

F f0349 can do better with smaller initial diameters than middling initial diameters (Fig. 8c).545
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Figure 11. Uncertainty multiplier (ratio of the uncertainty in log(R3) to the uncertainty in the input moments,

where uncertainty is defined as the square root of variance) for various moment pairs (in conjunction with M0

and M3), for different values of rµ and R3 as labeled above the four plots. The x- and y-axes are the orders of the

moment pairs. For all plots, ν1 = 10 and ν2 = 3. Note that the color range only extends to 20, but values can be

much larger, e.g. > 100 for the (M1,M2) pair in plot (a).

Figure 11c-d shows how the growth of the second mode (meaning larger R3) changes the optimal546

choice of moments, as combinations that include M1 or M2 become more effective while combinations547

using higher moments lead to greater DSD uncertainty. This may explain why moment choices that do548

well early in the simulations, such as (M0,M3,M6,M9), see some loss of accuracy once the majority of cloud549

has been converted to rain, but why other combinations including M1 or M2 do less well overall as quan-550

tified by MNAE (Fig. 9c-d). In other words, even if including M1 or M2 as a predicted moment is more551

effective at later times, it may not be able to recover from large errors earlier in the simulation.552

That said, this analysis still fails to explain why AMP-F works well when using moment combina-553

tions without any moments higher than M6. For example, AMP-F f0345 gives comparable or perhaps554

even slightly better results relative to the benchmark compared to f0349 and f0369 (Fig. 3). We have also555

examined DSD uncertainties in other quantities apart from log(R3), such as the mean particle sizes of556

the two modes and M0 and M6 partitioned between the modes. Uncertainty using (M0,M3,M6,M9) or557

(M0,M3,M4,M9) is virtually always far lower than using (M0,M3,M4,M5) for all quantities, even though558

AMP-F f0345 produces overall similar or slightly better results compared to AMP-F f0369 and f0349. It559

is possible that higher moments do not work as well in practice due to numerical considerations (e.g. the560

limited range and resolution used to represent the DSD in the bin model). It is also possible that the er-561

rors that result from assuming a double gamma distribution are more pronounced when using moments562

greater than M6, due to the fact that larger moments depend heavily on the tails of the distribution.563

We emphasize that the uncertainty analysis in this section applies strictly to the two-mode gamma564

DSDs in AMP-F. While AMP-NP np0369 performs similarly to AMP-F, other moment combinations for565
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AMP-NP produce much poorer results (Fig. 7). Thus, uncertainty characteristics as a function of the566

choice of prognostic moments are much different in AMP-NP than the two-mode gamma DSDs in AMP-567

F. As we already noted, the non-parametric reconstruction of DSDs in AMP-NP works best when the568

orders of the predicted moments are spread apart. In this case, as the difference in the moment orders569

increases their correlation decreases, meaning the moments are better at providing independent informa-570

tion about the DSD (Morrison et al., 2019). It is clear this situation does not simply translate to two-571

mode gamma DSDs.572

5 Conclusions573

In this study we have used AMP, a flexible bulk scheme with bin scheme process parameterizations,574

to investigate why warm rain production is so difficult generally to represent in bulk schemes. We con-575

figured AMP to run in three ways: with traditional, separate cloud and rain categories using either two576

or three predicted moments for each category, with a single liquid category described with a double-mode577

DSD using four or six predicted moments, and with a single liquid category with a nonparametric DSD578

using four predicted moments. AMP was run as a box model in all configurations with collision-coalescence579

as the only microphysical process and initialized with a variety of unimodal DSDs. Output was compared580

to reference simulations using the bin scheme upon which AMP is built.581

Based on our analysis, we find that the use of separate cloud and rain modes is the primary rea-582

son why bulk schemes struggle with warm rain formation. The primary reason is not the choice of pre-583

dicted moments nor the use of assumed gamma distributions. When a continuous double-mode distri-584

bution is used, we find that the evolutions of initially small and narrow cloud droplet distributions, for585

which autoconversion has historically been challenging, become much more predictable. We find that the586

second mode, corresponding to rain, has an initially very small diameter, much smaller than is typically587

considered to be rain. With separate liquid categories, these nascent “rain” drops remain in the cloud588

category where they cannot be properly represented with an assumed unimodal cloud DSD.589

Traditional bulk schemes may possibly be improved by transferring all droplets involved in colli-590

sions to the rain category, even if the resultant drop does not meet some size threshold such as a 40 µm591

radius. Alternatively, we would encourage development of single liquid category bulk microphysics schemes.592

This study suggests that a single liquid category could lead to improvements in our ability to simulate593

warm rain processes. We have shown here that a four moment single category scheme should likely in-594

clude prediction of the 0th, 3rd, and 9th full moments of the distribution. The optimal choice of a fourth595

predicted moment is currently unclear since the optimal combination, from an information content per-596

spective, depends on the relative importance of the modes, but it is likely the 4th-6th. Regardless, ex-597

ploration of the design and advantages or disadvantages of single category schemes is an avenue for fu-598

ture research.599

6 Open Research600

All AMP simulation data and scripts used to analyze the data are publicly available and are archived601

at https://datadryad.org/ (Igel, 2022). If the archive is not yet public, the data can also be accessed602

at http://farm.cse.ucdavis.edu/~aigel/AMP during review.603
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